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AdvantageTM Panel Protection SPDs are the ultimate in protection. Advantage offers true 10 mode 
discrete protection*,  a nearly unlimited selection of options, every common North American voltage 
configuration, and surge current ratings from 100 to 900 kA per phase.  

SpecPROTM Panel Protection SPDs offer outstanding Commercial and Industrial all mode surge
protection in your choice of either 4 or 7 modes of discrete protection*. SpecPRO offers the same option 
set as our Advantage products, every common North American voltage configuration, and surge current 
ratings from 30 to 600 kA per phase. 

Surge TrackerTM Panel Protection SPDs offers Residential, Commercial 
and Industrial surge protectors with true all mode protection, our most 
popular options and models with surge current ratings from 50 to 200 kA 
per phase. The Surge Tracker ST3 offers 4 modes of discrete protection* 
and surge current ratings of 50 or 100 kA per phase. The ST4 offers 7 
modes of discrete protection* and surge current ratings of 100 or 200 kA.   

*For 3 Phase Wye Systems
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Surge BarrierTM

Data Line, Current Loop 
and Telecom

Compact Medium Voltage

Surge BarrierTM SPDs offer protection for individual 
machines and equipment when downtime just can’t 
happen. Surge Barrier defends against surges created 
within the industrial/
manufacturing facility 
following the IEEE 
recommendation of a tiered 
approach to protecting  
critical equipment.

SSI offers UL listed Data, Coaxial, and Telecom Surge 
Protective Devices. Give us your most difficult surge problem 
and let us solve it for you.

Product for Every Application
With one of the largest UL files in the industry and an 
engineering department focused on innovation we have the 
products to protect virtually any application.

SSI’s Compact Medium Voltage surge arresters are 
available for 1000 to 7200 Vrms systems. Discrete all mode 
protection, and peak surge current ratings from 40 to 160 
kA provide the strength to protect your medium voltage 
applications.
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